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Drift wave turbulence on closed and open flux surfaces:
effect limiter/divertor plates location
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The field line connection of a tokamak sheared magnetic field has an important impact
on turbulence, by ensuring a finite parallel dynamical response for every degree of freedom
available in the system. This constitutes the main property which distinguishes closed from
open flux surfaces in such a device. In the latter case, the poloidal periodicity of the magnetic
field is replaced by a Debye sheath arising where the field lines strike the limiter/divertor
plates. This is enough to break the field line connection constraint and allow the existence
of convective cell modes, leading to a change in the character of the turbulence from drift
wave- (closed flux surfaces) to interchange-type (open flux surfaces), and hence increasing
the turbulent transport observed [1]. Here we study the effect of changing the poloidal po-
sition of the limiter/divertor plates, using the three-dimensional electromagnetic gyrofluid
turbulence code GEM [2], which has time dependently self consistent field aligned flux tube
coordinates [3]. For the closed flux surfaces, the globally consistent periodic boundary con-
ditions are invoked [4], and for open flux surfaces a standard Debye sheath form [5] is used
at the striking points. In particular, the use of two limiter positions simultaneously, top and
bottom, is in order, such to allow a separation between the inboard and outboard sides of the
tokamak. This highlights the differences between those two regions of the tokamak, where
the curvature is either favourable (former) or unfavourable (latter), and further makes room
for future experimental qualitative comparisons, for instance, on double null configurations
of the tokamak ASDEX Upgrade.
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